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FEATURE ❱ CONDUCT OF BUSINESS

Conduct risk and the single firm
How can a firm with smaller scale and resources meet its
widely-defined obligations to tackle conduct risk? Julian
Sampson outlines a practical approach.

With the Financial Conduct Authority now firing
on all cylinders, it’s timely for firms – especially smaller firms
– to consider a key plank of the FCA’s current supervision.
The concept of ‘conduct risk’ was first aired in 2011 in the
then Financial Services Authority’s Retail Conduct Outlook. It
was described there as “the risk that firm behaviour will result
in poor outcomes for customers”. More recently, the 2013 FCA
Retail Conduct Outlook discussed the concept at great length,
outlining how the FCA would be using it as a supervisory tool.
Firms were required “to engage with the analysis and messages in
this document in a range of their business strategies and decisions
– from product design and distribution to funding strategies and
how they use and oversee technological developments. Firms
should look at their business model, strategy and structure to
critically assess whether any of the drivers and forward-looking
risks apply to their own business…”
How has the FCA been applying this? Hitherto, it’s been
on the larger firm that the FCA has concentrated its fire.
Throughout 2013, large banking groups were required by the
FCA to describe to the regulator what their ‘conduct risk’
polices were, how these were mitigated, etc. As is the pattern
with previous FCA initiatives, this exercise is now being
rolled out across the investment firm sector.
Larger investment firms will be the first to feel this, and
smaller firms will be included either on a random sample
basis or on the basis of a themed visit. Previously, the FCA has
invited firms to attend a briefing at Canary Wharf, followed by
individual 1-1 meetings and/or visits to the firms.
So what is conduct risk? How should the smaller firm prepare?
Simple definitions that can be universally accepted abound, and
most consulting firms will have their own definitions. Often
these have been led by comments from senior FCA staﬀ in
speeches. Recent quotes include “good profits”, “not selling
something to your customer that you wouldn’t sell to a member
of your family” and “customer front-and-centre”.
The strength of these epithets is that they are easy to
understand – but harder to both define in detail and translate

into practical process without becoming a never-ending project.
Where firms have a large and well-resourced compliance
department, the sunlight of resource can be brought to bear
upon this misty topic. But for the smaller firm, such luxury
is not available. The compliance oﬃcer will have to determine
his or her firm’s reaction to conduct risk on their own – at least
initially.
But it is in this opacity that the opportunity lies for the
smaller firm. There is a strong sense that as long as you have
given the concept of conduct risk adequate thought, and then
applied that thought to the situation of your firm, then you
must be doing the right thing.
So what should the smaller firm do? How can
the smaller firm prepare a conduct risk policy that both adds
value to the firm and allows the FCA to move on to the next
firm, having satisfied itself that your firm is at least on the first
rung of the compliance ladder, and climbing?
Our advice to clients has been to start the preparation of a
conduct risk policy now – ahead of any invitation to attend an
FCA seminar or themed visit. And the first step is to set any
policy in the context of the firm.
So – summarise the situation of the firm. How large is it?
What are the financials? How many employees are there? How
many customers? The objective here is to give context to the
policies that will follow, the premise being that the smaller the
firm, the more compact its conduct risk policy will be.
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The next thing to do is to consider the firm’s regulatory
footprint. Again, the objective is to set the conduct risk
policy in the context of the firm and the regulatory risks
it faces. What are those regulatory risks? For example,
does the firm deal with retail customers who require
the highest level of protection? Does it design complex
products that may not be understood by customers?
Is staﬀ turnover so high that due diligence on recruits
is superficial?
Having achieved this initial step, the next task
is harder. What does the firm understand ‘conduct
risk’ to mean? Here, the firm should bear in mind the
aforementioned epithets, consider which resonates most
closely with their own situation and then come up with
their own definition.
For inspiration, firms may usefully look back to
their Treating Customers Fairly policy for a definition
of conduct risk. Thus, a simple definition of conduct
risk might be that the firm does not do just that – in
other words, the risk is that it fails to treat customers
fairly.
The next stage is to set out the risks to that definition.
Given that ‘conduct’ is generally seen in terms of
customer-facing activity, prudential and structural risks
can be given a back seat. But focus should certainly be
on all those areas of customer interaction where there is
scope for the crystallisation of a risk that would have a
detrimental eﬀect on the firm’s conduct and customer
relationships.
Our advice to clients has been to start this consideration
at the top – with the board. Does the board function
eﬀectively? Does it support the conduct risk policy? And
how do you know?
The next set of risks centre on the human element of
the firm. Do we recruit well? Are employees of the calibre
who will support the conduct risk policy? What are the
firm’s remuneration structures? Are appraisals carried out?
Do they look at the employee’s support of the conduct
risk framework?
Safeguards around the interaction with the customer
are critical to the mitigation of conduct risks. Advisory
firms will already have sophisticated processes in place to
ensure, say, that advice to customers is suitable. This will
start from the point of customer take-on, and include the
definition of their requirements as well as the matching
of advice to those requirements. In the retail market, it’s
a good idea to begin with a consideration of the forms
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the customer is required to complete. Are they clear? Will
the customer understand? Are we defining our terms with
suﬃcient clarity?
Clearly, this area of the firm’s activity will have the
greatest impact on conduct risk and setting out each
risk is beyond the scope of this article. However, firms
will all have a clear idea of what these are. A quick
brainstorming session among the management team
will give the policy author plenty of raw material to
capture.
The next area of risk to consider is after-sales service.
The FCA has been at pains to point out that the customer
is on a “journey”, a journey that does not necessarily
have an end. Firms need to ensure that their relationship
with the customer is not one where post-sale neglect
could lead to customer detriment. On-going servicing is
important. Firms with extensive call centres look at this
aspect of their business with great care and the lessons
they learn can be applied to the small firm – the most
basic premise being, don’t keep the customer waiting for
a response.
The FCA continues to emphasise that the greatest
threat to customer outcomes are conflicts of interest.
While all of the forgoing could be seen in terms of a
conflict of interest, it is well to address this subject as a
separate area in the conduct risk policy – even at the risk
of repetition.
Having completed the above process, the firm will
be well on the way to having a first draft of a conduct
risk policy, complete with context and mitigants. The
next step is to give it the seal of approval by having it
approved by the board. Following that, the policy should
be introduced to the firm, ideally by means of a training
session led by senior management.
So far, so good. And for the smaller firm, that may
be all that is required, other than a periodic review on at
least an annual basis. With many regulatory initiatives, it
is usually the case that clarity as to FCA expectations arises
over time. That may be the case with conduct risk. But in
the meantime, small firms should take advantage of the
grey areas and come up with their own solutions. They’re
unlikely to be wrong.
■ Julian Sampson (julian@fulcrumcompliance.com) is
director of Fulcrum Compliance (www.fulcrumcompliance.
com) and chair of the Chartered Institute for Securities and
Investment compliance professional forum.
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